
 

Likha hai is a hindi song by the Indian rock band Nirahua. The lyrics of the song are about a woman, who lives in the north-eastern part of India. In this region, there is an irregular weather pattern called "hathon ki lakeeron mein likha hai". Which means that what's happening on the surface of water is very different from what's happening on land. In this case, falling rain particles accumulate and form
large lakes of fresh water which can be used to meet drinking water demands. This phenomenon has been observed by scientists and experts, but has yet to be explained scientifically or technically why it happens. Likha hai is a song about this phenomenon. The video of the song was shot in the month of September 2008 and was released on 3 February 2009, with a very limited release in India. But at
the time of release, it became an instant hit and topped most Indian music charts and is still considered as one of Nirahua's best songs. The video has been directed by Mr. Dinesh Verma.

The other two songs "Jee Karda" and "Love Love Love" were not highly appreciated by audiences, but managed to get into the top ten charting songs for that year in India. Likha hai has a great advantage in lyrics and music, which helps it to achieve the better chart positions. Playback singer : Gauri singing in english. Songwriter : Amit Trivedy.
Lyricist: Suketu bose.

The song has been covered by many artists such as:

BAL RAAJ PRAKASH ,
AKSHITI RAMDEV ,
AARON J HALL,
ETOOL ,
MANINDER SINGH TARARIA,
UNTOUCHABLES and many more. 

There are several remixes of this song due to the popularity of the song. Many remixes are made because there are many people who like or don't like Nirahua's original version.

The following is a list of radio stations that have played "Likha hai"The song was downloaded over 1,000,000 times in India within its first week.

 Chana sathariya
http://www.chanasathariya.com/2009/01/nirahua-likha-hai-ringtone-download.html
http://www.chanasathariya. com/2009/01/nirahua-likha-hai-ringtone-download.html

Parichay
http://www.parichaymms.com/incoming/newsdetails.php?newsid=161759&cat=4 The song has been used as a Theme Song for a Marathi film "Jee Karda". The song has been used as a background song in an Indian film, named "Mujhe Teri" and in an Indian TV show, named "CID". The song was the most successful and the ultimate chart busters of Nirahua's music career.
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